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Abstract 

 Koran is the most famous spiritual book; sent from the one God by Muhammad (peace be upon him). In 

fact it is a good sign of the one God existence and includes methods `to solve Muslims problems in our 

life for every activity field. The holy Koran should be taught for each person educating at schools and 

universities. Indeed it is important to learn the Koran; that is, each Muslim must learn reading and 

translating the Koran. We can say that we should understand its concepts, why life correct way is 

explained in the Koran. So every student should be learnt reading the Koran correctly and then be 

evaluated. Of course educational evaluation is important and applied for education progress to be learnt. 

Therefore evaluating each person and getting some exams, we should understand learning value.                                                  
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_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Introduction 

   Evaluation is an integral part of education. It affects the way students study,their motivation, 

performance and their aspirations. At school levels, it enables inspectors and officials from the Ministry 

assess the quality of education offered in a specific school, region or throughout the country. At 

curriculum level, it gives us an idea of whether the curriculum we have set up – means – is leadingus to 

our educational goals/objectives – ends. For you as a teacher, this modulewill give an idea of the 

importance of evaluation in education. It would also help you come up with appropriate means of 

measuring and evaluating students. Educating and learning the holy Koran is an essential case to be done 

in different education course at schools and universities. If a student understands its concepts and tries to 

do tasks recognized optimum to have a good life for a Muslim, he/she could have development in all 

works and a duty is responsible for. 

  Of course the Koran teacher should really know it well, its concepts and commands; that is, teaching the 

Koran is not a responsibility could be given to each person; even if he/she could only read and write it. 

Education is needed for every person wants to be educated. In fact each person is educated and knows the 

Koran, could know the one God better. Learning should be done in good applied method in the best way. 

Each person is interested in knowing the Koran and wants to know his/her life problems solution, should 

be learnt well in an applied and true method. At last, the person passing an education course knowing the 

Koran or every learning field should be evaluated well in an applied method to be understood he/she has 

known or not the taught the course field. If learning and so, evaluation processes would be done correctly, 

the person will be educated, particularly about the holy Koran 

Concept of the Koran 

   The holy Koran includes commands for people to live better and shows methods to solve problems 

happening in life. Muhammad (peace be upon him) and the other prophets and special persons like Fatima 

(peace be upon her) have ordered reading, thinking about and acting the holy Koran; in fact all of them 
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have advised us to live based on signs mentioned in the holy Koran. It includes all of nice things and 

badness. 

 A Muslim family had extreme difficulty in finding a qualified Quran tutor for study at home. We have 

taught more than 2000 kids and parents to Learn Quran with Tajweed.  

1. Well qualified and highly civilized learn Quran tutors  

2. Program run by American Muslim who has Experience running World Class organizations  

One to one live Quran classes  

3. Quran Learning online Academy (with four years of experience)  

4. Free 3days trial before you start regular classes  

5. Easy learn Quran while staying at your home. Availability of timing at your own choice  

6. Affordable and convenient  

7. No registration /admission fee  

8. Power and internet backups are available  

9. Usage of high quality paid software, unlike others, who use free and complex ones  

10. Maintenance done by 10 full-time engineers to guarantee a secure network  

11. Online Quran tutoring is the best substitute when you can't take your kids regularly to attend 

Sunday Quran School just for a single class 

The Holy prophet (peace be upon him) has described a number of advantages of Learning Quran. Some of 

them are mentioned here under: -  

• The best among you is he who learning Quran and or teaches it.  

• When anyone recites the Holy Quran, he gets ten virtues written down for him against each letter.  

• The Holy Prophet (peace be upon him) said the house in which the Holy Quran is read looks as 

bright as the shining stars to those who live in heavens.  

• When anybody recites the verses of the Coran standing in Namaz, gets hundred virtues against 

each letter of the Holy book he recites.  

• The house, in which the Koran is read, is visited by the angels for blessing and the Satans run 

away from that place.  

In short, the Quran reading and the recitation of the Learning Quran is the great source of worship as well 

as reward from Allah. But it should also be kept in mind that the reading of the Holy Quran has certain 

pre-requisites. Though the reading of the Holy Quran is permitted without Tajweed yet there are chances 
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of mistakes too. Therefore it is necessary to learnt to pronounce each and every word of the Quran 

correctly. 

Importance the holy Koran 

   We can say that if we live on the holy Koran, do commands and do not do badness mentioned in it; our 

lives will be good/correct recognized for us to reach the one God.  An excellent life would be got if we 

live on its commands, why the holy Koran teaches us to live better and have a safe life without badness 

and sin. It is not possible for us to find a problem not to have any solution in the holy Koran. Finally, the 

best guide to have a complete and safe life without any default is the holy Koran. So we should learn it 

better; we should read and think about it to understand the signs hidden in the holy Koran more and more.  

The Koran Teacher s Authority 

   We should know the One God to know about creation and purpose of creating the world containing 

man, earth, sun, moon and all of stars and planets. This purpose as a main aim of human acts and thinks 

has root in creation. We can conclude that for living better with more improvement and nice results, we 

must worship the One God as the only purpose of creation. Imams and profits have advised people to 

worship the One God, only and obey his commands to reach improvements and live better in good 

conditions. In fact, a Muslim as a real follower of Islam religion has found worshiping the One God as the 

main tool and way to reach success. Who wants to worship the One God and have faith, should act and 

thing in rout of a correct discipline on the Gods commands mentioned in the holy Koran; why worshiping 

the One God means liking him as the only and main respectful aim. A teacher wants to teach the Koran 

should have some authorities and know its concepts; he/she should know the Koran concepts actually and 

a person learning the Koran could be taught well. Some important indices for it are as the followings: 

The holy Koran should: 

1) has passed different learning and teaching skills courses about. 

2) present the signs marked in the holy Koran in a safe space. 

3) understand the holy Koran well and could transfer its spiritual concepts completely. 

4) have a good and appropriate social behavior, and his/her society should know him/her well having 

respectful character. 

5) attend in theological and Koran sessions, particularly in mosques. 

 6) be interested in continuing his/her educating and studying the Koran. 

7) have an innovative mind and be active researching in the field. 

8) be able to relate with students friendship. 

9) recognize students' gifts and remove their needs spiritually. 

10) teach the Koran in different appropriate levels for students in different educational levels. 
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11) respect his/her students and avoid doing rude tasks. 

12) evaluate himself/herself teaching method. 

13) attend in necessary learning courses to increase himself/herself authorities. 

14) express relations between his/her taught cases and connect past to future education contexts.  

15) have a feeling rather than the Koran and idea problems, but should not have non-attention mind power 

to students. 

Learning and Evaluation 

   Education is an important subject people faced to and is necessary to develop life. Educating helps 

people to know about the world more and understand the one God existence, know about creation and 

value of man. For educating, it is needed to have teachers knowing about knowledge of teaching, learning 

and educating and equipped by a science field principles well with big value information about; of course 

as it was mentioned before, a teacher should have some spiritual and characteristic properties and could 

respect in a mankind sense.                                                            

  Koran is the best famous book including the way and method for a safe and good life; is a respectful and 

holy one. We Muslims like it very much why it shows us how to live. Learning the holy Koran needs 

some qualifications and conditions that the most important ones is to understand it well and tries to teach 

it better, and if a student is interested in learning the Koran more, education will be applied and done 

completely.                                                                                                                       

Evaluation includes some exams to appoint value of learning and teaching a science field. Its process says 

that education process has been doing well or not; so it is important to be informed about how to teach. Of 

course this process should be done well and correctly. The evaluation should have some characteristics 

like the below. 

1- It should include some special questionnaires. 

2- It should be supervised by some experts. 

3- All of aspects in educating processing should be paid attention to. 

4- Understanding meaning and finding out the education principles should be mentioned through. 

  A very important aspect should be mentioned and taught through the holy Koran teaching and its 

evaluation, is that the Koran is a big part of our tradition and plays an important role in Islam and our 

lives, why all of profits and special persons appointed by the one God have faith to it.  

Evaluation Process of the Koran Teaching 

   Educators differ among themselves as to both the essence and worth of an educational 

program. The wide range of evaluation purposes and methods allows each to keep his own perspective. 

Few see their own programs "in the round", partly because of a parochial approach to evaluation. To 
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understand better his own teaching and to contribute more to the science of teaching, each educator 

should examine the full countenance of evaluation. Educational evaluation has its formal and informal 

sides. Informal evaluation is recognized by its dependence on casual observation, implicit goals, intuitive 

norms, and subjective judgment. Perhaps because these are also characteristic of day-to-day, personal 

styles of living, informal evaluation results in perspectives which are seldom questioned. Careful study 

reveals informal evaluation of education to be of variable quality - sometimes penetrating and insightful, 

sometimes superficial and distorted. 

Formal evaluation of education is recognized by its dependence on checklists, structured 

visitation by peers, controlled comparisons, and standardized testing of students. Some of these 

techniques have long histories of successful use. Unfortunately, when planning an evaluation, few 

educators consider even these four. The more common notion is to evaluate informally: to ask the opinion 

of the instructor, to ponder the logic of the program, or to consider the reputation of the advocates. 

Seldom do we find a search for relevant research reports or for behavioral data pertinent to the ultimate 

curricular decisions. If learning and educating the holy Koran have been well in an applied optimum 

method as two important processes, evaluation should be done. The teacher should have some applied and 

appropriate authorities as mentioned in the past second part and a student educating the Koran should be 

able to read, write and understand the signs marked in the holy Koran. Evaluation process is a very 

important task and duty for teacher to do. An evaluation  process educationally show and demonstrate 

teaching and learning course and the result got at the end of it. 

Conclusion and Discussion 

   The holy Koran is the vital book with a content of Islamic commands to show the correct way to reach a 

good and complete life spiritually. A Muslim like the one God and for it, follow Muhammad (peace be 

upon him) and the other special persons sent from the one God to guide people to have safe and good 

lives. The holy Koran education should be mentioned and done as a necessary process completely. The 

Koran course teacher should be able to teach it well meaningful with a friendly relation. The students 

learning the Koran should try to understand concepts in it. At last, it is important to say that educational 

evaluation process should be done well to be finalized with applied useful results. 
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